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CONSONANT DIGRAPHS



Word mapping 

activity pages for both 

beginning and ending 

digraphs 

Pages for each 

type give students 

multiple ways to 

practice each sound

Mixed practice   

pages for review

wish

bushbushm o th moth

ch o p

Different formats



Students write 

the letters, 

stamp them, or 

use letter tiles to 

represent the 

sounds and spell 

the word. Some 

pages have cut 

& glue letters.

Students 

identify the 

picture & say 

the word.

Map It

Say It Graph It

Write It

Students map 

the word by 

using their 

finger to tap 

each sound. Students then 

write the word. 



Students cut and 

glue the letters 

that make the 

sounds they hear.

Students 

identify the 

picture & say 

the word.

Say It
Build It

Write It
Students use their 

finger to tap each 

sound they hear in 

the word. They can 

also clap, color a 

circle, or put a disc 

or cube for each 

sound.

Students then 

write the word. 

Map It



mothm o th sh i p ship
b a th

Students say, map, 

graph, write. They can 

tap, chop, color or 

place a disc, cube, or 

eraser in the circle for 

each sound to make it 

more hands-on.

Optional cut and 

paste letters provide 

word building and 

fine motor skills 

practice.

A less busy format used 

in a center for students 

to say the picture, tap 

the letters on the side to 

map them, then cut and 

paste to spell the word.



math

Graphemes are provided for 

younger students just 

learning letter sounds or 

students who need a visual 

reference to help them write 

letters correctly.

torch

Again, graphemes are provided for 

younger students. This format has bigger 

spaces for covering the circles with cubes, 

discs, or use bingo blotters, to map the 

word. The writing lines are also bigger.
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